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WELCOME
Hello everyone

to deliver a first class learning platform for the
benefit of the children in our school communities.

So here we are, our last edition for this school
year… and what a year!
I want to start by thanking those colleagues who
have worked so hard to support our work across
the region this year, in the most challenging of
years.
I’d like to give a special mention to Kris Henderson
at Wilberfoss whose contributions have gone
above and beyond this year.
Also to Kirsten Russell at Woldgate who
has supported me greatly this year with the
preparation of training videos from her colleagues.
We have exciting times ahead.

You’ve done a great job!
September will launch with a bang and we
have lots to talk about and share from the getgo, including a Maths Mastery Programme,
Well-Being events, a brand new suite of NPQs
including several new Middle Leader NPQs that
will sit alongside the Senior Leadership, Head
and Executive Leader programmes, support
programmes to deliver Consistently Good or
Outstanding Teaching (ideal post Appraisal/
Performance Management) and, of course, tonnes
of training videos, face-to-face training and
Headteacher Breakfasts.
Can’t wait!

It’s been wonderful to work with and hear from
so many heads and teachers in our area with
feedback that the resources that we are sharing
are making a difference – that’s what it’s all about.
My final thanks go to the Heads, Admin Staff and
Teachers in schools who have joined us this year

www.learningpartnership.education

Happy summer one and all.
Best wishes, stay safe.
Jonathan Chapman
Head of Wonder
Training School

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts

JUN/JUL

Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

train

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

21

PE for Primary Schools Part 1

Alice Wilkinson

STREAM 4:00pm

22

History for Primary Schools Part 3

Mike Monaghan

STREAM 4:00pm

23

Introducing Primary Schools to
Computing Part 1

Dave Clark

STREAM 4:00pm

24

English for Primary Schools Part 1

Phil Johnson

STREAM 4:00pm

25

Head Teacher Breakfast – guest
booked to inspire Head Teachers

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 9:15am

Get in touch to access these sessions!
Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

28

Music Subject Forum

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 3:45pm

29

PE for Primary Schools Part 2

Alice Wilkinson

STREAM 4:00pm

30

Science Subject Forum

Anna Scott

TEAMS 3:45pm

1

English for Primary Schools Part 2

Phil Johnson

STREAM 4:00pm

2

Introducing Primary Schools to
Computing Part 2

Dave Clark

STREAM 4:00pm

TEAM S

STRE AM

A face-to-face meeting using this programme.

This is a pre-recorded video made by a leader or teacher working in
school in our area. These will always be launched at 4:00pm.

These will usually be during the school day.

You will receive a link to the video at the time stated. Once you have the
link then you have the video and you can use in your school freely.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education
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J U LY

Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts
Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

5

ICT for Primary Schools

Mark Smith

STREAM 4:00pm

6

PE for Primary Schools Part 3

Alice Wilkinson

STREAM 4:00pm

6

Geography Subject Forum

Kris Henderson

TEAMS 3:45pm

7

English for Primary Schools Part 3

Phil Johnson

STREAM 4:00pm

8

Introducing Primary Schools to
Computing Part 3

Dave Clark

STREAM 4:00pm

9

Using Impero Effectively

Mark Smith

STREAM 4:00pm

Get in touch to access these sessions!
Delivery Method /
Time

Date

Event

Author / Host

12

The GI Joe Fallacy(!)

Kirsten Russell

STREAM 4:00pm

13

Strategic Partners Meeting

Jonathan Chapman

FACE TO FACE 9:00am

13

Languages for Primary Schools Part 1

Matthew Thomas-Peter

STREAM 4:00pm
SEE
BELOW

14

Languages for Primary Schools Part 2

Matthew Thomas-Peter

STREAM 4:00pm

15

Languages for Primary Schools Part 3

Matthew Thomas-Peter

STREAM 4:00pm

16

Assistant Headteacher Forum –
bringing Primary AHTs together for
training/development/sharing

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 4:00pm

MATTHEW THOMAS-PETER
Hello, I am Matthew Thomas-Peter and I work as Director of Studies for Languages at
Woldgate School and Sixth Form College. This is my third teaching post, having previously
worked as Curriculum Leader for Modern Foreign Languages at Fulford School and Head
of Spanish at Ripon Grammar School. As you might expect, I am a strong advocate for
language-learning and love to travel abroad with my family whenever possible. In my spare time, I love
watching films from all over the world and also enjoy playing and watching a wide variety of sports such
as tennis, rugby and football.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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LOVE LEARNING
FOCUS:
Reading
This week, we are looking
at reading across our area.
While we are exploring how pupils
learn to read, the end goal for any
teacher is to ensure that pupils take
pleasure from reading. The process
of learning to read and the impact
of reading is one of the most wellresearched areas of education.
So, what does the research tell us?

Benefits of reading for pleasure
Evidence suggests that there is a positive relationship between reading frequency, reading
enjoyment and attainment (Clark 2011; Clark and Douglas 2011).
Reading enjoyment has been reported as more important for children’s educational success than
their family’s socio-economic status (OECD, 2002).
There is a positive link between positive attitudes towards reading and scoring well on reading
assessments (Twist et al, 2007).
Regularly reading stories or novels outside of school is associated with higher scores in reading
assessments (PIRLS, 2006; PISA, 2009).
Evidence suggests that reading for pleasure is an activity that has emotional and social
consequences (Clark and Rumbold, 2006).
Other benefits to reading for pleasure include: text comprehension and grammar, positive
reading attitudes, pleasure in reading in later life, increased general knowledge (Clark and
Rumbold, 2006).

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Trends in reading for
pleasure
In general, the available evidence
suggests that the majority of children
say that they do enjoy reading (Clark
and Rumbold, 2006).
In 2010, 22% of children said they
enjoyed reading very much; 27%
said they enjoyed it quite a lot; 39%
said they enjoyed it quite a bit, and
12% reported that they did not enjoy
reading at all (Clark 2011).
Comparing against international
evidence, children in England report
less frequent reading for pleasure
outside of school than children in
many other countries (Twist et al,
2007).
There is consistent evidence that
age affects attitudes to reading and
reading behaviour; that children enjoy
reading less as they get older (Topping,
2010; Clark and Osborne, 2008; Clark
and Douglas 2011). However, some
evidence suggests that while the
frequency with which young people
read declines with age, the length
for which they read when they read
increases with age (Clark 2011).
A greater percentage of primary
than secondary aged children view
themselves as ‘a reader’ (Clark and
Osborne, 2008).
A greater proportion of primary
aged readers and non-readers (than
secondary aged) believed that their
friends saw readers as happy and
people with a lot of friends (Clark and
Osborne, 2008).
A number of studies have shown that
boys enjoy reading less than girls;
and that children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds read less for
enjoyment than children from more
privileged social classes (Clark and
Rumbold, 2006; Clark and Douglas
2011).

Reading:
the keystone of
education
Regardless of subject or phase, we are all
responsible for promoting and teaching reading
How often do we ask, and expect, pupils to read? From
Powerpoints, to questions, to extracts, to whole texts, pupils
encounter a range of reading material every day.
The ability to read is the gateway to all other learning, and
the skills that locks together all other elements of learning.
However, 16.4% of adults in England, or 7.1 million people,
can be described as having ‘very poor literacy skills’. They
can understand short straightforward texts on familiar topics
accurately and independently, and obtain information from
everyday sources, but reading information from unfamiliar
sources, or on unfamiliar topics, could cause problems. This is
also known as being functionally illiterate.
It’s clear, then, that we all have a crucial role to playing in
developing pupils’ ability to read and fostering a lifelong love of
reading.
There are changes happening across the region to ensure that
reading is at the heart of teaching, and that all pupils leave our
care – not just functionally literate – but with a lifelong interest
in reading.
Continued P6

5
MINUTE READS
While authors such as Jeff Kinney and David Walliams have
encouraged millions of children to read worldwide, pupils
can often find themselves revisiting the same writers again
and again.
The following lists offer pupils alternatives to some triedand-tested authors:
What to read after… Diary of a Wimpy Kid
What to read after… David Walliams

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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The Simple View of Reading
The Simple View of Reading (Gough and Tunmer, 1986):
The SVoR framework acknowledges the interdependent partnership
between word recognition (decoding) and language comprehension (the
skills/knowledge by which we make meaning from what we have read
(written) or heard (oral)). Its simplicity should be seen as a point of entry
when considering the complex nature of the reading process: the SVoR
does not claim that reading is simple, rather it presents a simple model for
approaching “the broad landscape of reading” (Kirby and Savage, 2008).
The common approach
to reading focuses on the
principle that, when we
consider where children
sit within this framework,
we are better placed to
support individual learning
needs.
This starts from the moment pupils arrive at school.
While literacy has always been a key area of learning and
development, the new EYFS framework explicitly links literacy
to The Simple View of Reading:
“It is crucial for children to develop a life-long love of reading. Reading consists of two dimensions:
language comprehension and word reading. Language comprehension (necessary for both reading
and writing) starts from birth. It only develops when adults talk with children about the world around
them and the books (stories and non-fiction) they read with them, and enjoy rhymes, poems and songs
together. Skilled word reading, taught later, involves both the speedy working out of the pronunciation of
unfamiliar printed words (decoding) and the speedy recognition of familiar printed words. Writing involves
transcription (spelling and handwriting) and composition (articulating ideas and structuring them in speech,
before writing).”
The Early Learning Goal for reading has also been expanded from ‘reading’ to ‘word reading’ and
‘comprehension’ with a more detailed focus on what children at the expected level of development will be able
to do:
Word reading

Comprehension

∞

Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at
least 10 digraphs;

∞

∞

Read words consistent with their phonic
knowledge by sound-blending;

Demonstrate understanding of what has been
read to them by retelling stories and narratives
using their own words and recently introduced
vocabulary;

∞

Read aloud simple sentences and books that
are consistent with their phonic knowledge,
including some common exception words.

∞

Anticipate – where appropriate – key events in
stories;

∞

Use and understand recently introduced
vocabulary during discussions about stories,
non-fiction, rhymes and poems and during roleplay.
Continued P7
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The process of word recognition
is ongoing, and has a significant
impact on – not just a pupil’s
ability to decode words – but on
their working memory in general.
Perfetti (1992, 2007) suggests
that lexical quality - how
precise and flexible a reader’s
knowledge of any particular
word is – is a key reason for the
importance of print experience
as a factor in fluent reading. If
significant cognitive resources
are spent on the comparatively
demanding process of
phonological decoding, they
cannot be directed towards
comprehension. Once reading
independently is fluent and
automatic for a large percentage
of words, cognitive space is
freed for the challenging process
of comprehension (Ehri, 2005;
Oakhill et al. 2015).
Explicit teaching of phonological
decoding gives children the
foundation for learning to read
the printed word. While a small
number of children might be
able to teach themselves to
read, working out the alphabetic
code independently (Byrne
and Fielding-Barnsley, 1989;
Byne, 2005), the great majority
of children will require careful
and deliberate teaching in the
early stages of reading, and
some children will continue to
require significant and prolonged
support to become fluent
readers.

1.

2. Staff foster a love of reading;
3.

Primary work
Ofsted’s mantra towards early
reading is “learning to read by six
allows you to read to learn”. This
is something that is echoed in
the work currently taking place
in primary schools.
In many schools Literacy Leads
work on a set of success criteria
based on the following headings:

The content and sequence
of the phonics programme
supports pupils’ progress;

4. Reading books match the
sounds that children know;
5.

Children are taught phonics
from the start of reception;

6. Pupils who fall behind are
supported to catch up
quickly;
7.

www.learningpartnership.education

The headteacher prioritises
reading;

It is good to also review the
Reading Curriculum to ensure
that there is a clear progression
and rationale for text choices.
Many primaries have also
introduced Accelerated Reader
– computer-based program
that monitors reading practice
and progress – and libraries are
being revamped with new book
stocks to ensure that all pupils
have access to a range of highquality literature.
Continued P8

Staff are experts in early
reading.

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Secondary work
The approach to reading at secondary level could be based on three key
areas:

Reading
independently
and for pleasure

FLUENCY
Support for
struggling
readers

Reading in subjects
Figure 1: Disciplinary literacy

Disciplinary Literacy, from ‘Improving Literacy in Secondary Schools
Guidance Report’

Reading in
subjects

In order to ensure that
disciplinary literacy is at the heart
of the curriculum, schools are
now looking to:
1.

How can we
support children
to write like
geographers?

How can we
support children
to talk like
scientists?

How can we
support children
to debate like
mathematicians?

Provide annual training to
support teachers to define
effective reading, writing,
and talk in their subjects

2. Ask all subject areas to
evaluate the quality and
complexity of reading
materials in school, assessing
the degree of academic
challenge such texts pose
and relating this to baseline
data of students’ reading
ability
3.

How can we
support children
to read like
historians?

Disciplinary
Literacy

Ensure that the development
of disciplinary literacy is
coherently aligned with
curriculum development.
Key terms and essential
knowledge are defined in all
schemes of learning.

4. Use reciprocal reading
strategies in all subjects to
ensure that all students are
strategic readers1
Disciplinary literacy recognises
that literacy skills are both
general and subject specific.

Continued P9
1
EEF_KS3_KS4_LITERACY_
GUIDANCE.pdf

Improving Literacy in Secondary Schools

www.learningpartnership.education
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Developing reading comprehension across all subjects
Reading comprehension can be improved by teaching pupils specific strategies that they can apply both to
monitor and overcome barriers
to comprehension.2
The EEF’s guidance reports
Improving literacy in Key Stage
1, Improving literacy in Key
Stage 2 and Improving literacy
in secondary schools all advise
teaching pupils and students
reading comprehension
strategies to enable them to
reading increasingly challenging
texts.
At secondary level, every subject
could use the reading strategies
recommended in the EEF report:
Building vocabulary within the curriculum
2
Teaching and Learning
Toolkit (2015): Reading comprehension
strategies

The phrase “vocabulary gap3” has been used in recent years to identify
the disparate vocabulary knowledge of students across the country.
Geoff Barton has written that
“When we talk of closing the word gap, we actually mean something
much bigger than that unassuming phrase implies. We mean
welcoming a child into a world of new ideas, insights and emotions,
into a world that we, the word-rich, take for granted, and which we
will routinely guarantee for our own children.”
Word knowledge is crucial for development in all subject disciplines.
However, in England, almost one child in four (23%) does not meet this
expected level of language development by the age of five. Children
living in poverty face a much greater risk of falling behind – one in three
(35%) does not have the language skills expected of a five-year-old.
While the gap in language skills between poor children and their betteroff peers has fallen a little over the last five years, it remains stubbornly
high. Boys growing up in poverty face a particularly high risk of falling
behind – 42% of poor boys do not have the language skills expected
of a five-year-old, compared to 28% of poor girls. This shows that the
gender gap in educational outcomes starts long before children enter
school – and needs to be tackled from a much earlier age.4
This research is substantiated at Key Stage 2 and 3: children who
read often at the age of ten perform better than their peers in tests of
spelling, vocabulary and even mathematics when tested at the age of
sixteen.5
Continued P10
3

Closing the Vocabulary Gap, Alex Quigley

4
https://cdn.literacytrust.org.uk/media/documents/Ready_to_Read__-_
England_June_2015.pdf
5
Sullivan and Brown (2013). Social Inequalities in Cognitive Scores at age 16:
The role of reading. London, IoE.

www.learningpartnership.education
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Case Studies from the Wolds
Learning Partnership
In September, all WLP schools
will launch two reading
challenges: ’11 before 11’ and ’14
before 14’. They will initially run
in upper Key Stage 2 and Key
Stage 3, but they are looking to
adapt the challenges from Early
Years to Key Stage 4 at a later
date.
Pupils will be encouraged to read
a selection of books throughout
years 5 to 6, and years 7 to 9.
Participation is not compulsory
and, of course, pupils are free to
read other books. The purpose
is to introduce pupils to books
they may not have chosen
themselves, and to encourage
discussion around literature
both inside and outside the
classroom.
Support for struggling readers
There is already intervention in
place to help struggling readers,
and they will build on this from
September.
Any teacher who delivers reading
intervention will be trained to
teach phonics, and reading
intervention will be tailored to
each pupil.

Welcome to the ‘11 before 11’
challenge!
We think it’s really important to encourage you to read lots of different books.
Not only will your reading and writing improve, but you will experience
wonderful worlds of different places and people in these books.
To help you develop your reading skills, we have set
you a challenge: can you read 11 books on this list
before you leave year 6? You can read them by
yourself, read with someone, or even just listen to
someone else read the story!
You can find the books on the list in the school library
and at your local library.
Every time you read a book, record the date on your
bookmark. Once you have read 11 books, hand your bookmark to
______________ and you will receive a present from NAME OF HEAD OF
SCHOOL.

A Kind of Spark
Author: Elle McNicoll
Interest age: 9-11
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________
Artemis Fowl
Author: Eoin Colfer
Interest level: 8-12
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

Journey to the River Sea
Author: Eva Ibbotson
Interest level: 9+
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

Mortal Engines
Author: Philip Reeve
Interest age: 11+
Reading age: 11+
Date read: _______________

A Kind of Spark
Author: Elle McNicoll
Interest age: 9-11
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________
Artemis Fowl
Author: Eoin Colfer
Interest level: 8-12
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

Journey to the River Sea
Author: Eva Ibbotson
Interest level: 9+
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

Mortal Engines
Author: Philip Reeve
Interest age: 11+
Reading age: 11+
Date read: _______________

Boy Giant
Author: Sir Michael Morpurgo
Interest age: 9-11
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________

The Odyssey
Author: David Walser
Interest age: 6-11
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________

Boy Giant
Author: Sir Michael Morpurgo
Interest age: 9-11
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________

The Odyssey
Author: David Walser
Interest age: 6-11
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________

The Explorer
Author: Katherine Rundell
Interest age: 10+
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

Once
Author: Morris Gleitzman
Interest level: 10+
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________

The Explorer
Author: Katherine Rundell
Interest age: 10+
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

Once
Author: Morris Gleitzman
Interest level: 10+
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________

Explorers on Witch
Mountain
Author: Alex Vell
Interest age: 6-11
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________

Percy Jackson and the
Lightning Thief
Author: Rick Riordan
Interest level: 9+
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________

Explorers on Witch
Mountain
Author: Alex Vell
Interest age: 6-11
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________

Percy Jackson and the
Lightning Thief
Author: Rick Riordan
Interest level: 9+
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________

Fearless Fairy Tales
Author: Konnie Huq and
James Kay
Interest age: 6-11
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________

Rumaysa: a fairytale
Author: Radiya Hafiza
Interest level: 8-10
Reading age: 8+
Date read: _______________

Fearless Fairy Tales
Author: Konnie Huq and
James Kay
Interest age: 6-11
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________

Rumaysa: a fairytale
Author: Radiya Hafiza
Interest level: 8-10
Reading age: 8+
Date read: _______________

The Girl of Ink and Stars
Author: Kiran Millwood
Hargrave
Interest age: 10+
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

The 13-Storey Treehouse
Author: Andy Griffiths
Interest age: 6+
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________

The Girl of Ink and Stars
Author: Kiran Millwood
Hargrave
Interest age: 10+
Reading age: 10+
Date read: _______________

The Wolves of Willoughby
Chase
Author: Joan Aiken
Interest level: 9+
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________

www.learningpartnership.education

Most of the ‘11
before 11’ books are
on Accelerated
Reader. Don’t forget
to quiz!

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

The 13-Storey Treehouse
Author: Andy Griffiths
Interest age: 6+
Reading age: 7+
Date read: _______________
The Wolves of Willoughby
Chase
Author: Joan Aiken
Interest level: 9+
Reading age: 9+
Date read: _______________
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Please do get in touch if you have any specific training needs or, better still, if
you want to be a part of this! We’re all in this together and the East Riding has a
huge wealth of experience that we should all be learning from, together!
Why look further afield!?!?

Our Partners

Pocklington
Community
Junior
School

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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